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THE PILOT IN COMMAND I S RESPONSIBLE FOR THE SAFE AND PROPER
OPERATION OF HlSlHER AIRCRAFT
AND IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF
THE PILOT IN COMMAND TO OPERATETHATAIRCRAFTIN COMPLIANCE
WITH THAT AIRCRAFT'S PILOTS OPERATING HANDBOOK AND OTHER
OFFICIAL MANUALS AND DIRECTIVES.

I

is also thinking about one day intense
seminars on weather, flying tips, and
expanded owner understanding of systems. Included in this issue is a result of
the training survey.
I had the opportunity to meet with the
training vendors and the key is professionalism in our attitude towards aaining and ongoing frequent training in all
facets of the maintenance and flying of
our machines

been asked to climb at high indicated
airspeeds to improve cooling. Cylinder
head temperatures when I first bought
the plane were at red line and then
settled to 400 degrees after the nose
wheel door cooling modification. The
cylinders are steel with a narrow choke
and we have been assured that a 2000
hour TI30 is obtainable. But the engines were bench testedonly 500hours.
Now we have Many engines going to
midlife and beyond. What are the engines telling us?

I would ask you all to submit strange
difficulties encountered in flying your Most of us have flown our aircraft at
planes to the magazine and we will be 75% or 65% power settings with mp of
establishing a column devoted to un- 31 - 29.5 at 2400-2500rpm. The CHTS
usual problems which you have ulti- have been running in the upper green
Sy Weiner
mately solved. This would be of enor- and the oil temp runs between 150 - 1 80
President and Board Member
mous help to your fellow pilots and degrees with TIT from 1550-1680at 50
mechanics. Submit them to the news- degrees lean of ak. Individual egts
letter at my address or through my fax at vary quite a bit om cylinder to cylinder at that mixture setting. Letdown
As we close our f m t 9 months of opera- 904-761-0745.
was usually at cruise power and usually
tion of MMOPA, I am delighted with
the progress we have made so far. The Next year, Jan Klinck will be chairing no less than 23".
appearanceof over 60MalibuslMirages the annual meeting and I am hoping that
at our first conference was a sight to we can expand on our knowledge and As the engines aged the compressions
behold. Most of all I was delighted to experience from Sarasota. Next years were in the low 60s and the factory said
meet the members in person and I am meeting will be held in SantaFe slightly it was ok. I faithfully ran my engine at
glad we had a chance to chat about the earlier than last year because of the 75% most of the time and exactly acdirection and feelings about the asso- climate. Hope to see you all once again. cording to the book.
ciation. I came away with many new If you know someone who has notjoined
During this past summer on my way for
ideas and thoughts for the coming year. the society ask them to join.
an annual at FL210the engine stumbled
Our Board has been given the large task It is a privilege to be the President once and the EGT on cylinder one went off
of making the society grow and we are again this year and I would like to thank scale. With a reduction of power I
returned to home base and there was an
looking to expand our membership into you for your on-going support.
exhaust leak from cylinder one indicatthe non U. S. owners. The membership
ing a leaking exhaust valve. The cylincommittee will continue to look for
areas ofobtaining membershipdiscounts On another note, the thought occurred der was removed and there was a fragment of the exhaust valve which had
for maintenance, training, and insur- to me, "Are We Test Pilots?"
disappeared and there was evidence of
ance. Also we hope to include a
Griswold medal for an outstanding What is a test pilot? One who tests flight heat effects on the piston, valve seats,
member contributor. As usual we need conditions never experiencedbefore by intake valves, etc.
to keep our capital flowing and the other pilots. The Malibu was introBoard will be looking into the possibil- duced in 1984 and at that time many The engine was removed because of
ity of unique fund raisers e. g. auctions, problems appeared and to a large extent furtherdeterioration of compressionand
were resolved. But as the fleet is aging a postmortem was done by Continental
raffles, vacations, etc.
we, the pilots, are flying the machines with a full written report and many
The maintenance committee will be into conditions never experienced be- photos. There was no choke in any of
the cylinders and the valve seats were
looking into ways to expand the service fore.
worn with deterioration of the number
clinics and will try to identify qualified
Let us take the engine for example. The one exhaust valve lifter. The bottom
Malibu repair facilities.
7'310 520BB engine was designed as a end of the engine was fine. The total
The safety and training committee will tuned induction engine which could be time on the.engine was 890 hrs.
be looking into expanding training on flown safely at 50 degrees lean of peak
the autopilotlflight director and hope- with peak limits of 1750 degrees. The Many authorities disagree with the
fully we can enlist the help of King- cowling has undergone some modifica- manufacturer about the leaning proceBendix inongoingeducation. The Boar< tion to improve cooling and we have
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Continued in Column 1 on Page 22
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This is the second series of articles
about maintenance of Malibu series aircraft. It is a continuation of my discussion of common problems experienced
with the Continental BE engine.

Kevin Mead
Director of Maintenance for
SkyTech, Inc. in Baltimore, one of
the largest Piper Service Centers in
the U.S., which specializes inMalibu
maintenance.
Kevin is a graduate of the Spartan
School of Aeronautics and holds an
FAA Airframe and Powerplant license with Inspection Authorization
(IA). He is also a licensed Private
Pilot.

leaking or disconnected.
3) Wastegate actuatoroil return hose to
theslopecontrollerrestrictedorblocked
Preventive Measures

The format will be the same as in the 1) Lubricatewastegate valve thoroughly
previous article. I will first provide a every 50 hours.
list of common symptoms which will be 2) Check reference air lines for leaks
followed by a list of possible causes of 100 hours.
the symptoms. Lastly, I will list a few
measures that can be taken to helpelimi- Symptoms
nate or minimize the occurrenceof these
problems.
1) Engine will not shut down easily
after positioning the mixture control to
Symptoms
the idle-cutoff position.
2) Engine runs roughly and produces
I) Engine starts normally but won't black smoke from the tailpipes during
~ e e prunning unless you continue to idle.
press the primer button or idle the engine at high RPM. This condition most Possible Causes
common during cold weather starts.
2) Engine backfires lightly when re- 1) Idle fuel pressure set top high.
ducing power for landing.
2) Fuel primer solenoid stuck open.
3) Engine hesitates when advancing the 3) Fuel flow divider vent line plugged.
throttle from idle to full takeoff power. 4) Fuel boost pump switch left in low
position.
Possible Causes
Preventive Measures
1) Engine idle fuel mixture too lean.
2) Engine idle fuel pressure too low.
1) No real preventionpossible except in
3) Induction system leakage.
the case of #l. Simply check for the
above when symptoms are noted.
Preventive Measures
Symptoms
1) Checking the induction system for
leaks will help prevent some of these 1) Air conditioning compressor drive
problems. However, fuel system re- belt breaks after unusually low time.
lated problems are usually a result of a
normal deterioration of the fuel system Possible Causes
settings. Therefore,these settingsshould
be checked when symptoms are noted. 1) Outdated style belt installed.
Remember, use only calibrated gauges 2) Incon-ect alignment between idler
for adjustment of the fuel system.
compressor and drive pulleys.
3) Incorrect belt tension.
Symptoms
Preventive Measures
1) Engine manifold pressure drops approximately 3 inches after takeoff with- 1) Currentbeltdesign lasts longerthereout changing the throttle setting.
fore should be specified when replace2) Engine develops full manifold pres- ment is called for.
sure with the throttle set near 112 its 2) Check and adjust alignment of pultravel between idle and full power.
leys per Continental Service Bulletins
any time pulleys or associated compoPossible Causes
nents are reconnected.
3) Check belt tension every 100hours.
1) Turbocharger wastegate actuator
valve sticking or frozen.
NOTE: Extreme caution should be
2) Reference air line to slope controller

-

Continued in Column 3 on Page 22
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Malibu Coalition Update
As we were told at our fust annual
convention, the FAA is extremely close
to releasing the Special Certification
Review Committee report which delineates the action required to release AD
91-07-08. The time frame for the release slipped again from the December
5, 1991 date mentioned by the FAA's
John Tigue.
Although the final report of the SCR is
complete it has taken several weeks for
technical revisions and a review of the
report by FAA officials in Washington.
The Malibu Coalition was invited by
the FAA to visit their Small Aircraft
Directorate in Kansas City for the purpose of discussing the contents of the
SCR's report. The meeting confumed
that the work of the Special Certifica-

tionReview Committee is finished. The
FAA is conducting several conferences
prior to the release of its final report for
the purpose of allowing for a free exchange of information now that the investigation is at its end. The meeting
with the Malibu Coalition was the fust
such gathering.
The FAA met with representatives of
the Piper Aircraft Corporation on Monday, January 6, followed by a meeting
with King Radio on Wednesday, January 8. The final meeting, with members
of the task force assembledby theNTSB,
was heldJanuary 15 and 16. Thereport
continues to be very favorablefor Malibu
owners, which is consistent with the
o~inionsgiven bv FAA re~resentatives
ai the corhentio;. With d e absence of
a "smoking gun" it appears probable
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that the SCR will take the opportunity to
address training issues.
The Coalition also continues to assist in
the ongoing NTSB investigation, which
has intensified in the past few weeks.
The Safety Board has assigned a Human Factors specialist to the investigation, and it appears that the Safety Board
is still on schedule for early Spring
findings of "probable cause". As the
respective investigationswinddown the
FAA and NTSB have promoted a fluid
exchange of information.
Both the FAA and the Malibu Coalition
are expected to issue Press Releases
following the FAA's review of the Special Certification Review Committee's
report.

Call US F
Renewal

If your insurance is about to renew, let us give your a quote from one of
several top companies we represent. You don't have to pay the highest price
to get the highest quality coverage. Call Alan Gallaway today.
Toll-Free: (In California) 1-800-338-1661
(Outside California) 1-800-537-0960
(In Sacramento, California) 916 -428-5503

Werlhof Aviation Insurance
I

Buy Your Malibu Insurance from Someone Who Knows The Market
February 1992 Page 6

It has been written that nowhere is the
art of compromising more evident then
in the field of airplane design. In order
to optimize the airplane for its specific
mission, some structural, flying and
handling qualities are enhanced at the
expense of others that would not be
necessary (or desirable).
The design of the P A 4 6 provides perhaps one of the best examples in this art
of compromises.
Take for instance the maximum operational altitude of 25,OOO ft. Early in the
conceptual state of the design, it was
decided that this altitude offered the
best compromise between efficient
cruise, weather-topping capability and
minimizing cost, complexity and weight
(Federal AirRegulations Part23, which
governs thedesignof mostgeneral aviation ablanes. reauire additional eouioment, like fai1Lsa6transparencies, aboie
25,000 ft.).

ogy, applied mainly in the fuel tanks
and pressure vessel areas of the airplane, allowed a significant reduction
in the number of rivet holes, therefore
eliminating many potential leak and
crack sources in these two sensitive
areas.
Let's looknow at flying qualities. Have
you ever considered why the North
American P-51 Mustang and the
Supermarine Spitfire were such great
choices for placing bullets into unfriendly airplanes but rather poor ones
for flying in actual instrument conditions?

tighter-airplane structural capability.
What this means in practical terms is
that our pilot is now able to reach the
limit load factor of the airplane (+3.8
g's for a normal category airplane like
the PA-46) with a lot less effort than for
a properly loaded airplane (for a stick
force gradient of 5 IbsIG, a back pressure of only 15pounds would produce a
load factor of 4 G's). At this point the
possibility of serious (perhaps catastrophic) structural damage is veryreal,
especially if our pilot is in heavy weather,
disorientedlconfused and with an
adrenalin level that rings the bell.

Remember, in a situation in which spatial disorientation is a definite possibility, a properly loaded and properly
trimmed airplane will be far easier and
Let's look at this more closely. The safer to fly and, in case the pilot at some
stick force gradient is how much back point becomes confused about which
pressure is required on the stick (or side is up, the airplane, owing to its
wheel) to increase the G-loading by one inherent longitudinal and lateral stabilG. For example, an airplane with a stick ity, will do a creditable job at flying
force gradient of 20 lbs would require itself.
20 pounds of back pressure on the control wheel to produce a 2-G pull-up. In conclusion, if you want to maintain
(Remember that normal, straight and the blend of "compromises" designed
level flight is one G.) Light general into the airplane in its proper balance
aviation business transportairplanes like and if you want to avoid becoming an
the PA46 have a stick force gradient of unpaid test pilot, abide religiously by
20 to25 1bdGwithin theiroperating CG the limitations of your pilot's Operating
MOMOPA
envelope. (The further aft the CG, the Handbook.
lighter the stick force gradient).

The answer can be condensed in three
words: stick force gradient.

Or consider the choice of airfoil(NACA
23000-series). A product of the early
1930's, it has long been regarded for its
good lifting capability, low drag and
low pitching-moment coefficient(which
plays an important part in sizing the
horizontal tail). In short, a good compromise. Or consider something even
more basic as the choice of material
Many have commented about the absence of fancy composite materials in Fighter/aerobatic-type airplanes,to take
thePA-46. Fact is,designing acompos- advantage of their maneuvering capaite airframe would have resulted in sig- bility to the fullest while minimizing
nificant higher weight and costs, not to pilot fatigue, have typically a stick force
mention delays in the certification pro- gradient of 3 to 10 lbs/G, thus making
cess. (Just ask Beechcraft about how such airplanes delightfully light on the
the initial weight and cost estimate for pitch control axis during maneuvering
their Starship compare with the final flight but also providing an extremely
high pilot workload during actual inactual figures.)
strument conditions.
Furthermore, if there if one thing that
thick-headed aeronautical engineers We can carry these observations a little
have learned over the past 50 years, it is further. Consider the PA-46 pilot that
the properties and behavior of good old has loaded his airplane aft of the approved CG envelope and realizes his
aluminum (in all its various flavors).
controls are really "nice and light".
An area where the introduction of new
technology (at least for Piper) was con- What our pilot does not realize is that
sidereda goodcompromisefor thestruc- perhaps he has reduced his stick force
tural efficiency of the P A 4 6 was bond- gradient to the "fighter-airplane range"
ing of primary structures. This technol- (3- 10 IbslG) without the corresponding
Febmary 1992. Page 7
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John Marlani has been associated
with Piper Alrcraft Corporation
for nearly 15years, as engineer (on
the original PA-46 design team),
test pilot and, finally, ground and
flight instructor in the Customer
Traidng Center. Hisqualiflcations
include, besides a degree in Aeronautical Engineering, a Master of
Science degree in Mechanical Engineering,ATP and Flight Instructor licenses for single, multi-engine
and instrument with over 4000
hours of flight time.
He is available for initial and re-

current training in the PA-46-310P
and 350P. Address: 1825 24 Ave.
Vero Beach, FL 32960. Telephone
(407) 567-8666

representativesof theFAAreview commttee. Needless to say, the FAA had
uite a workout during this portion of
e pro ram. The Insurance Panel,
chaired%yBoard member Sandy Rand
included the Executive Vice President
of AVEMCO, John Shettle, and Alan
Gallawa an insurance broker in California. &e Maintenance Panel offered
a great deal of information about keeping your aircraft airworth and included
theexpert airplanefixers rom SkyTech,
Inc. as well as reps from Lycoming and
Continental.

!I
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First, let me thank all of you who at- These same SkyTech mechanics contended our First Annual Convention ducted the Service Inspection Clinic for
and Fly-In in Sarasota this November. those members requesting. The deYour support of the Association.was mand for the clinic was overwhelming,
much appreciated and your enthusiasm but they were able to do an abbreviated
was overwhelming. We know that you "stem to stem" inspection of 18 aircraft
all benefited from the informational during theconventlon. Those members
programs and we hope that you made received a written analysis of their findsome new friends, too.
ings from SkyTech and we know those
owners were well served by the clinic.
The turn out for the convention certainly surpassed our expectations. We During the dail meetings, our guests
had a total of 90 actual members in had the option of hopping our bus to the
attendance includin 17 new members fabulous St. Armand Circle for a day of
who signed up at tf e convention, in- shoppingand sightseeing. St. Armand's
cluding folks from England, Canada is the ele ant and icturesque area in
and Switzerland! With guests, we had Sarasota or an a ternoon of leisure,
150 folks join us. Best yet, there were relaxed sho ping and sight-seeing all
60 total aircraftparked at Dolphin Avia- that makes arasota a wonderful little
tion. What a slght to see! Picking the city in Florida.
"Queen of the Fleet" was quite a job for
President Sy Weiner and Corporate Our luncheon speaker, Larry Grant, reCounsel Bill White. David Coats,
aled us with fascinating stories about
MalibuN4388Mand Michael Rezendes,
is adventures around the world in ownMira e NlllMK were the winners with ing Malibu #l. Thanks so much, Larry,
their abulous airplanes! Look for their for sharing this with us. We all want to
pictures in this issue.
hear more. GeraldLawhonof the AOPA
Air Safety Foundation spoke to us at
For those of you who were not able to dinner about overall flight safety and
attend, you missed a lot of fun and-more reminded us that flying is fun, too. The
importantly, some very valuable tnfor- banquet capped off the whole convenmation. Here's a recap of the meeting: tion withPresident Sy Weiner's presentation of "Queen of the Fleet" awards,
The technical sessions were well re- door prizes (includin a weekend in
ceived and included presentations by Aspen courtesy of mem%er~illPrYmak),
Richard Collins, the noted aviation au- kudos to all lnvolved and closing rethor, on flight level flying, a weather marks.
resentation by Ral h Manual with
!tormscope, and hris Reedy of All in all, the convention was aresoundBendixlKin spoke on the use of the ing success! Many thanks to the Hyatt
KFC 150. h e panel discussions were Sarasota for their wonderful hospitality
quite lively, most notably the Training and great food.
and Safety Panel chairedby Board member, Mark Swatek and included the ex- We do hope that all of you who attended
perts in Malibu training. The A.D. this year will join us for next year in
panel, chaired by Board member John Santa Fe. And we hope that those of ou
Foster included Langhome Bond, coun- who could not come to Florida wil be
sel for the Malibu Coalition, and two able to come next time. Flight safety,
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competent operations and expert maintenance are essential to the health and
wealth of our aircraft. The annual convention programs provide the key.
Here's an update on our membership
and other association news.
As of this date, we have 190 members.
This is terrific! We still have a ways to
o. As you know, the fleet is just over
00 total aircraft. Our initial solicitation for membershi was 390 US owners. Curious? A ter culling out the
single owners of multiple amraft, it
turns out that there are about 390 actual
owners in the US. The international
listing of PA46 owners is not so readily
available, but we are working on it.
Fortunately, we do have some international members now that can help us.
But I will tell you, of those 190 members, over 30 have volunteered for the
various and vital committees. We do
appreciate your willingness to contribute to M-MOPA.

f

P

As most of you know, our next convention will be in SantaFein the fall. We're
starting to put together the pro rams
and would appreciate an and a1 suggestions from you.
e were very
pleased with the quality of information
we were able to give you in Sarasota and
want to improve on that. Your suggestions for the technical sessions are invaluable. Also, would you consider a
three da program rather than two? If
weekendl dates are not available at a
decent rate, would ou consider attending during the wee and departing over
the weekend? (Remember, Santa Fe is
a fabulous destination and you may
want to spend extra time there.) .Any
suggestions for optional recreattonal
programs? Drop us a line when you can
and give us your input.

d
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That's all for now from Headquarters.
Remember that you can contr~buteto
MIMOPA in a variety of ways. Be
mindful of any owners you run into that
may not be members. I'd be happy to
send out applications to anyone you run
across. Oi-have them give me a call at
(3O3)399-1440.
In the mean time, FLY SAFE!
SEE YOU IN SANTA FE!
MMOPA

MalibwMImgr Magazine

THIS S E ~ I O
ISN
DEVOTED TO LEITERS,COMMENTS, ADVICE AND GENERAL
INFORMATION WHICH THE MEMBERS OF THE MmMOPA WOULD LIKE T o
SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCETO HEATHER
BLANCHARD
SHARE. PLEASE
MALIBU~MIRAGE
OWNERS AND ~ O T ASSOCIATION
S
341 ALBION

.

STREET DENVER,
CO 80220

Dear Editor:
There has been spirited discussion about
a type rating or a mandated training
requirement for theMalibu. I think this
proposal deserves our support. While
such a proposal restricts our freedom,
sadly other issues have become more
important. In an ideal world you could
do what you want, and I could do what
I want, and our freedom to do so unrestricted would end only at the other
person's nose.
Unfortunately in the present circumstance my freedom to do what I want
could have an enormous impact on your
freedom to do what you want. If I crash
my Malibu by shearing off the wing,
you are going to suffer severely. The
value of yourplane is going to plummet.
It will be very hard to sell. And the cost
of your insurance will go up. The effect
is no different from my reaching into
your pocket and stealing your money.
You will pay for my accident. Like it or
not, we Malibu pilots are all now in the
same boat and will have to seeourselves
as a group with common responsibilities.

There is no argument that this might be
burdensome. So is flight planning or
pre-flighting the aircraft. Recurrent
training is an unfortunate but necessary
part of operating a sophisticated aircraft
safely.
At the moment annual recurrent training costs around $1,000. Presumably
this will be the approximate cost of a
training requirement. It might be a few
hundred dollars more if astringentflight
test were incorporated.

3) Training has not proven effective in
the past. Four of the seven accident
pilots had been to the Piper school.

This is the best argument against a training requirement. However, several
points should be made. The Piperschool
was not perfect (although it seemed
good to me at the time). Among other
things there was no simulator training
for autopilot failure. Also, because the
school was tied in with the marketing of
the plane, the standards were lax, and it
painted a rosy picture of things. Perhaps, the tone should be more cautious:
this is a plane that will kill you if you
don't fly it properly. Finally, while
To my knowledge there are eight argu- many pilots attend initial training, very
ments against a mandated training re- few go back for recurrent training. At
quirement. Let me state them and an- least in other aircraft recurrent training
has proven helpful to the accident rate.
swer each in turn.
1) The training requirement is unnecessary for most Malibu pilots with high
time and experience with radar in the
flight levels.

4) The training requirement would be
unnecessary if doubts about Malibu pilot qualification are removed by NTSB
finding a "smoking gun".

If recurrent training were unnecessary
for pilots with high time, why is it
required of airline pilots? Skills not
frequently used deteriorate. Emergencies are thankfully rare, but that means
we've had little recent experience dealing with them.

No argument. But how many people
think that theNTSB will findasmoking
gun? With each passing day it looks
more likely that the accidents were pilot
erroror at least pilot inability to stem an
emergency from destroying the aircraft,

2) Burdensome time andexpense. Training could cost several thousand dollars
and last three days.

.

FAX: (303) 394-2539

ratings at all, including forjets. The fact
is that insurance companies react late,
over-react, and are not knowledgeable
about designing training requirements.
How many of us feel that insurance
companies now have a good grasp of
the Malibu? If they don't, why would
we want to trust our financial future to
them? Also, insurancerequirementscan
be circumvented by skillful talkers or
people who do substantial other business with the insurance company.

6) This will be an unpopular precedent
with many pilots who would be concerned that their aircraft might get a
mandatory training requirement next,
AOPA would oppose.
Of this there can be no doubt. There is
a divergence now between our interests
and those of other pilots. But so what?
Should I have to suffer a financial penalty of $20,000 - 100,000because other
pilots are worried about a precedent?
That doesn't seem fair.

7) The training requirement is unnecessary because the seven accidents are a
statistical anomaly. Soon the public
outcry will die down, and things will
return to normal.
The odds against seven aircraft in a fleet
of 500 having in-flight breakups within
two years by chance are staggering. If
15,999 chances out of 16,000 there is
not a statistical anomaly, then I think we
have to plan on there not being a statistical anomaly. There is somethingwrong
here. At the very least there is a mismatch between the plane and its pilots.
Perhaps the plane seems easier to fly
than it really is. Maybe it encourages
laxplanning,flying, and training. These
could be addressed with a training requirement.

5) Insurance companies will set up their
own training requirement toobtaincoverage, making FAA action redundant.

8)The training requirement might scare
off prospective buyers.

If this were true, there would be no type

Continued on Page 10
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Check-In - Continued from Page 9

Do we want prospective buyers who are
not willing to be properly trained and
checkedoutin the aircraft? Also, what's
really scared off buyers so far is the fear
that the plane might fall apart. If it
continues to do so because of improper
pilot technique, then that will have a
much more deleterious effect than a
training requirement.
After each accident last year I kept
thinking, "Okay, this one will be the
last, and the problem will go away. At
the very least, with all the publicity,
pilots will be aware of the dangers of
flying the plane improperly and proceed carefully". They didn't. There
was arashof publicity after the firstfour
accidents, yet there were three more. It
is inconceivable to me that Donald
Schreiber was not aware of the previous
six accidents, yet apparently he flew the
plane 250 pounds over gross, well aft of
acceptable CG, and in horrendous
weather.
There is a lot of media interest in the
Malibu situation now. Typically when
aplaneexperiences a high accidentrate,
its pilots hide in denial: "Ah, it's not that
bad. Or it's pilot error." When the
public (or at least otherpilots) view that
reaction, it makes them skeptical. And
correctly so. By contrast, if we were to
say, "It is that bad, and this is what we
plan on doing about it", we would have
aggressively seized the high ground.
If we honestly think the problem with
the Malibu is pilot error, it is time we
took aposition that may not be painless
but will help correct it. When others see
us taking aposition which involves some
sacrifice, they will respect it rather than
dismiss it. We will probably help frame
the public perception. After all, if those
most knowledgeable about the plane
take a position which involves some
sacrifice, then there's a good chance
that position is correct.

Mark Feldberg
741 Greentree Road
Pacific Palisades, California 90272
(213) 459-7166 FAX: (213) 459-8878

SHOULD I MAKE THIS FLIGHT
From the Wright brothers on, we all ask
ourselves these questions many times.
Am I prepared for flight? Can I prepare
better?

Courses to be flown are planned and
requested. In positive controlled airspace we become part of a giant flow
picture controlled by computers,
weather, traffic and reactionarychanges
by controllers at centers on the ground
After planning our courses carefully,
we may only lose just a few minutes of
time as we are vectored and our courses
change.
Cable TV provides the Weather Channel and a graphic overview and visual
forecast along our route. DUAT and
PC's allow us direct communication on
station reports, forecasts, winds aloft,
pilot reports, notarns and other data in
printable forms to carry and refer to in
flight. Flight Service Stations provide
personal briefings by a trained briefer
and for a free call.
On board, we have Radar, Stomcope,
GPS, Loran, RNAV, VNAV, DME,
RMI, ADF, multi COMMS andNAVS,
hand held transceivers and even moving mapdisplays, both panel mounted
and on portable PC's.
We ride in an aircraft which was designed so that it is payload friendly and
easy to stay within the c.g. limits. The
graphic weight and balance plotter that
comes with the aircraft is easy to understand and use.
We can request or will be requested by
insurance companies to attend a training school and will have the aircraft
presented to us in a very professional
and technical manner. What a wealth of
information we have to assist in making
our choice. Should I make this flight?
Am I prepared? Can I be better prepared?
We should understand that the FAA is
telling us that we are NOT prepared to
fly and should have the alternate air
"on", SO as not to have ice form on, in or
over the air filter and thus possibly
ingesting paper and\or ice into the induction system, forthwith stopping the
engine by blockage of induction air.
When the engine stops you hear the
loud silence, the gyros, being airdriven,
will cease operation. When the gyros
stop, your attitude indicator spills, your
autopilot ceases "safe" operational control. At this moment, if you have NOT
installed an electric attitude indicator
on the copilot side OR you are NOT
capable of making a descent on partial
panel to VFR conditions OR you are
NOT capable of making an approach to
minimums on partial panel, then you
F e b ~ a r f992
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are NOT prepared for this flight
Ask yourself this question: If the autopilot were INOP, would I make this
flight? FARs aside, can you "hand fly"
your MalibuUliragefor the entire flight?
Are you prepared to do so? The next
time that you depart in such a hurry that
you do NOT perform the NORMAL
PROCEDURES-PREFLIGHT described in the POH, Sect. 9, King 150
series Flight Control System, Sect. 4,
then do NOT use the AAFD. If you do
NOT preflight the system, it should be
considered INOP!
Most passengers and especially first
time passengers in your aircraft do not
like to hear "chimes" and "alert horns",
to them it means something is wrong.
When using the autopilot disconnect
(red button), hold it until the APannunciator stops flashing and you will not
hear the chime alert. Only you set the
standards of safety in your aircraft while
you are acting as pilot in command.
Did you use the "latest" Piper Factory
approved checklist for your preflight
and runup? Do you keep your checklist
close by and is it illuminated for night or
reduced light usage? More on checklists in a later article. Is your POH
correct and updated with the "latest"
revisions, specific to your aircraft's
operation and safety? Speaking of the
POH, how many times and when was
the last time, that you read it from cover
to cover, or just reviewed a section or
two? Have you called the factory to see
if your POH contains the latest revisions?
Having just completed the aforementioned preflight on the AAFD, did you
also set and verify (by sight and\or
sound) each COMM, NAV, ADF, RMI,
TRANSPONDER, LORAN and GPS,
etc.? Have you reviewed and kept at
hand, the airport runway and taxiway
diagram, all SIDs, STARSand APPs for
your departure airport? Prior to entering the takeoff position, have you configured your HSI for the instrument
approach for the airport that you are
departing from. Have you backed up
yourself with another approach, to another runway at this airport? You may
have to return due to mechanical problems with undesirable weather and runway choices.
If you can'answer yes to everything to
this point, then you are preparing and
planning like theUbigboys", theprofesContinued Next Page

-

Check-In Continued from Previous Page

sionals. Why do they sound so pmfessional? Listen! Learn! They normally
repeat every word the controller says,
exactly as the controller says it. This
allows them to "readback" the controller and the controller to hear his own
words coming back "mirrored", exactly
as he said them. The controller now
hears his own words repeated back and
confirms in his mind, that he (the controller) did in fact say, what he believed
he said.
This will\should become such a natural
part of your communication, that you
do it without thinking. You will find
yourself working it in during very congested and rapid talking peak hours and
both sides appreciating yourprofessionalism. The controller is listening at all
times. If things are quiet and you have
a request, identify the controller, identify yourself and keep on talking. "Atlanta Center, Piper 1234A, Requesting
lower". Don't call him, then wait till he
acknowledges you, then you re-acknowledge him and re-acknowledge
yourself, then stumble through your request. He is always there, identify,
identify, talk.
As an owner, you have invested probably between a quarter to a half of a
million dollars in this flying machine.
Most have probably invested three days,
one time a year to training, if that.
No one really checks us. We can fly till
we die.
Ask another Malibu peer pilot, would
you please ride with me and fault my
flying habits? Fly with a Malibu instructor in your geographical surroundings. Everyone does not fly in Florida
and your environmentprobably is quite
different from thatof"ZeroBeach,FL,".
If you do not have another Malibu pilot
or a flight instructor familiar with your
aircraft close by, then choose apart 135
pilot, if your FBO has charter service.
You can also arrange to have a Malibu
instructor come to your area and fly
with you, at your convenience. His
charges are indeed small, compared to
your investment in the machine. What
price do you put on your life or those of
family, business associates or friends.
When you fly with someone in the right
seat, make it a peer pilot. Learn from
him. He may just be waiting for you to
ask him to ride with you. Pick his brain,
in flight andon the ground. Learn from
him. Watch him fly! Schedule with

him and you can do this while on your
next business trip. Be prepared to be
faulted and take heed, we all have bad
habits. Start with the attitude that he is
going to help you and you will benefit
from it. Do not have the attitude that it
is your aircraft and you know all about
it.

KFC150 Rate he-select Button and
use of "CWS" Button
Serious Potential Overspeed
"An Invisible Hazard"

Attending the Malibu Mirage Convention and interviewing dozens of pilots
Before your next flight, call Sporty's, about the pre-select convincedme about
order the black Partial Panel Simulator 95% of all pilots were completely undisc, hand-fly and start covering gyro aware of a very hazardous flight condiinstruments, start shutting down Nav tion that can occur.
aids. Get prepared. The flight after or
the flight after that, your life may de- Iexperienced an incident in March 1991
pend on it. On your next clear day and after considerable video and exflight, tell the controller that you are perimentation exposed a hazard that I
going to simulate electrical failure, shut will try to convey to you as best I can.
down all electricals, secure both ALTR
# I & #2, secure B A R MASTER, shift Flight Profile
to EMER BUS, know what COMS and
NAV aids will and won't workon EMER 1. Cleared to 18,000 feet
BUS. Fly the aircraft in that configura- la APIFD Pre-select 800 foot per
tion, know what you're going to see, if minute climb engaged.
and when you're required by "Murphy's 2a. ATC gave an immediate "descend
Law". What equipmenthave you added to 15,000 feet for traffic" when I was
that should or should not be on EMER passing through 15,950feet. Idepressed
the CWS button and descendedto 15,000
BUS.
feet in about 20 seconds and released
Other than the glossary in AIM, do you the CWS button at 15,000 feet.
know what the outer marker is used for?
Most pilots do not realize that it is an What I expected to happen will expose
altimeter check, relative to the ILS. If my ignorance of the system. However,
you cross the outer marker on the ILS what I expected is what almost all the
and your altimeter is not in agreement pilots interviewed expected ...either a
with the altitude on the approach plate, orb.
you had best start making adjustments
for this approach and have the altimeter a. Auto-pilot Right Director (APIFD)
checked upon landing. The same pilots straight and level at 15,000 feet upon
will let the tower (to aid a jet on a 20 release of the CWS button.
mile final) turn them on final inside the b. APIFD resume 800 feet per minute
outer marker. Those same pilots will climb which I had input into the prenot be prepared to execute the approach select earlier in the climb.
nor will they know exactly when to
execute the missed approach, should What actually happened was an immediate pitch over at a rate of 2700 feet per
they be required.
minute creating rapid over-speed. In
When you choose to go to one of the looking around to determine what had
Malibu schools or work with a Malibu happened I discovered that the 2700
instructor, they may ASSUME that you foot per minute descent was proare a competent instrument pilot, ca- grammed into the pre-select window
pable of professional standards of in- automatically. (900 foot loss in 20 secstrumentflight and conduct the training onds = 2700 feet per minute).
as such.
Where did this value come from?
Will you graduate prepared?
Chris Reedy of King Radio confirmed
Are you willing to bet your life and your at the convention that capturing the actual flight rate while the CWS button is
passengers life that you "might be"?
engaged was the design of the system.
Hoping to expose the characteristic, I
spoke briefly at the convention in the
Robert W. Astle
form of a question of the above flight
ASCO via ti on services
profile.
(813) 351-7419
FAX: (813) 351-9212
Continued on Page 20

Listen! Learn!
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In the last issue of the MalibueMirage
Magazine, we discussed theimportance
for the return to service test flight. Now
let's look at the Preflight portion.

1. BEFORE PREFLIGHT
Get all the paper work together, plus a
few other basic items. Review the complete shop work order and determine
what items must be looked at closely
during the test flight these may have
been incoming squawks or something
the mechanic found while performing
the inspection. Make a check list of all
these items that need to be checked.

-

Next, make sure the appropriate paper
work is in the aircraft to make you both
legal and safe Pilot's Operating Handbook (in the cockpit), Certificate of
Airworthiness, Aircraft Registration,
and Radio Station License. The engine
and airframe log books don't have to be
on board, but now is a good time to
verify that the shop has them and they
are waiting to finalize them upon
completion of your test flight. The last
item here is a blank pad and pencil, just
incase youneed to writedown a squawk
or two.

-

Thereason we addressedallof the above
items first is because they are showstoppers. If something is out of place,
you can have someone working on it
while you carry on with the next stepPreflight.
Finally, get yourself in a frame of mind
that this is going to be the best preflight
you have ever done and you will expect
the unexpected - all the way from the
preflight to your final touch down in the
end. The majority of those items the
mechanics repaired will work, however
there are some things that might take
more than once to get them right. An
intermittent may even take months to
years to finally solve, depending upon
how much time and money you want to
spend.
2. PREFLIGHT
The best thing you can do here is to
perform the complete expanded Preflight Check found in Section 4 of the
POH. It's very thorough, and besides,
this may be the first time you have used
it in quite some time.
A few items we want to pay particular
attention to in our preflight are: Are
there any fuel leaks under the wing look for a green to brown color around
panels and screws for an indication;
tires and brakes for wear and proper
inflation of tires and struts. Look for oil
and hydraulic leaks wipe belly of aircraft off prior to flight so you can check
for fresh oil leaks upon returning.

Now there are a few other items to
address early on that could be no-go
items. First, make sure the gear handle
is down and then turn on the master
switch. Are the proper annunciator
lights illuminated - more importantly,
the "Door Ajar" lite? Is there enough
fuel plus reserve to make your test flight?
Take a look in the cabin: are the seats
secured to the tracks or floor? Are the Check the oil quantity closely and make
seat belts secured to the proper side of a note of the level. This is extremely
the seat - release mechanism on the important if any engine work had been
inboard side of each seat? Is the emer- performed (oil should be monitored
gency exit secure? A few other items closely for approximately 15 hrs. after
need to be addressed here before we any major engine work).
begin with our full Preflight Check.
First, make sure there is a hand held Remember, your aircraft has just come
microphone on board, since you won't out. of maintenance where inspection
be wearing a head set for this flight. panels, cowling, etc. had been removed
Next, a self-calibrating precision strobe to perform the inspection. Look the
tac is required to check the accuracy of aircraft overcarefully. The mechanic in
the tachometer and full rpm governor charge should do his own final inspecsettings for thepropIengineRPM. Is the tion prior to turning the aircraft over to
weight and balance in an acceptable the flight line, but sometimes panels are
range?
left off. Three times mechanics have
said the aircraft was ready for flight,

-
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then I found inspection panels entirely
missing or held on with one screw
those two mechanics no longer work for
me, they now work for other shops.

-

Keep in mind, we the pilots have the
final say whether the plane will fly be
thorough. Don't forget to look up in the
wheel wells and check all surfaces for
both correct and proper travel. I had
twoclose friends who got in a huny and
did not perform the simple aileron check
for correct travel - they never got more
than 200 feet in the air before the aircraft nosed into the ground nearly inverted.

-

Finally, a placard check is in order.
Open your POH to Section 2 Limitations, and verify that all the placards
that were on your aircraft when it was
licensed are still there and readable. In
an emergency, or when you are under a
lot of pressure, those little mundane
words may mean the differencebetween
doing something correctly or doing it
wrong.

-

In the next issue, we'll discuss Taxi,
Ground run and Before takeoff checks.

Andrew Cindric was with Pi er
~ i r c r a f t ~ oinr~~e. r o ~ e a cPL.
h,
as Director of the Aircraft
Completion Center, involved in
avionics/electrical packages, custom interiors and exteriors
Prior to Piper, Andy was Avionics
Manager with Atlantic Aviation
Corp., Cheyenne Sales Manager
in Rochester, NY and Cheyenne
Marketing Managerwith Piper in
Lakeland,FL. Hisexperiencewith
Piper goes back to 1972.
Andy has a BS in Electrkal Englneering from West Virginia University. Andy is a commercially
licensedpilot with instrumentand
multi-engineratings.Hehas2700+
total time, 800+ hours in turboprops and 100 hours Malibu time.
This is the second in a series of
articles on Return to Service Test
Flights.

The MalibdMirage Owner and Pilots needed to be shimmed to prevent crackAssociation Convention gave our As- ing. The most serious problem we dissociation the opportunity to offer a ser- covered was a spinnerthat was severely
vice clinic for the attendees that chose cracked. A replacement spinner was
to participate. We spent several hours installed prior to the aircraft leaving
on each aircraft inspecting component Sarasota.
parts of the airframe, engine and autopiEXHAUST SYSTEM
lot, and reviewing the logbooks of each
aircraft.
During the inspection of the exhaust
Before I elaborate on the service clinic system we noted 21 discrepancies. Sevresults, I would like to thank Dolphin eral aircraftwere missing the crossover
Aviation for their support. Without heat shield This part is an airframe
their assistance it would have been im- supplied part and is not included when
possible tooffer this service clinic. Also, an engine is exchanged. Over half the
I would like to thank the owners for the exhaust systems inspected had exhaust
understanding and patience they exhib- parts that were either bulged, crackedor
ited. We attempted to answer any and misaligned. Although some of the deall questions but in some cases we had fects were in the early stages, we feel
to cut our discussions shon due to time special attention should be given to those
items.
constraints.
The service clinic consisted of 15areas
of concern. Within each area we highlighted specific problem areas that we
see on a regular basis. During the convention we completed 18 inspections
on both PA-46-310P and PA-46-350P
aircraft. All model years were represented, giving us an excellent mix of
times in service.
Of the aircraft we inspected the geographic breakdown was: 2 from New
England, 2 Northeast, 4 Southeast, 3
Mid West, 2 North Central, 2 South
Central, and 3 aircraft from the Western
region.
We have broken down each section of
the inspections and listed the total number of problems for each. A brief &scription of what we discovered gives
some insight into typical problem areas.

PROPELLER
The propeller section of the inspection
dealt with the blades, boots, de-ice
brushes, spinner assembly andnose section of the engine. We discovered 19
discrepancies in this area. De-ice
brushes that were out of alignment,
chipped, or worn to limits was the most
prevalent problem. Several aircraft had
alternatordrive belts in need of replacement. We found 3 spinner bulkheads
with broken rivets and spinners that

INDUCTION SYSTEM
Although we noted 13items of concern
during the inspection most of the items
were not severe. The biggest problem
area we found pertains to the induction
air box and linkage. Specialattention to
insure proper rigging and hardware fit
is essential in this area. Only one pair of
turbos showed signs of light foreignobject damage (FOD).

LANDING GEAR
Since the landing gear utilizes a multitude of components we expected to find
a high number of discrepancies. We
discovered 56 problems during the
clinic. Although a few of the problems
were related to brake and tire wear, the
large majority were areas that should be
addressed in the shon term. Some of the
problems noted include: leaking hoses,
hoses out of date (they do have time
limits), excessive nose steering play,
worn rod ends, cracked nose trunions,
broken hat brackets,nose tire tubestems
bent (after which they tend to break),
and oversteered bunions, to name a
few. In short, it will suffice to say that
there is a need for special attention for
improvement in this area.

WINGS
The wing inspections turned up no surF e b ~ a r y1992 Page 15

prises. Although we noted 20 discrepancies, most of them were related to
aileron cable wear. We did note that
several aircraft had not complied with
all the applicable Service Bulletins and
letters related to cable wear.

EMPENNAGE
The empennage area turned up 18 discrepancies. Most of the items were
related to the autopilot servos. Several
aircraft also have slightcorrosion on the
steel plates that secure the horizontal
stabilizer. We also discovered several
aircraft that had no Service Bulletins
performed in this area!

FUSELAGE CABIN AREA
Other than damaged door seals there
were very few problems found (7). Most
interiors were extremely neat with almost all lighting and passenger amenities functioning properly

ENGINE COOLING BAFFLES
Only four cracked or distorted baffles
were noted. Cooling is critical on these
engines baffles direct the air to properly distribute cooling air.

-

COWLING
Other than fastener problems the cowling assemblies were in excellent condition.

ENGINE MOUNTS
Several aircraft did not have the gusset
installed (reinforcement at the welds),
but were not yet cracked. We did note
one mount that we feel is bent and
should be inspected further.

IGNITION SYSTEM
Although our inspection was limited
and we only discovered 3 problems, we
would like to stress the importance of
regular magneto maintenance. During
inspections we often find good mag
checks but when disassembled we note
worn parts that need attention.

-

Continued in W u m n 2 on Page 22

Electrlcal System Difflcultles
Complled by Kevin Mead
PA-46-310P

AC hours: 976

#1 alternator amperage dropped to zero the courtesy light with door open. lt was
in flight and #2 alternator assumed the found that closing the door would shut

#2alternator failed in flight. Inspected load of #1. Alternator warning light off thelight but the timer wouldcontinue
alternator after landing and found that
the three throughbolts securing the two
halves of the belt driven alternator were
broken. The rear frame of alternator
spun around and broke the attached wires.
Power wire shorted to the engine causing current limiter to blow. Loose or
broken throughbolts have been foundon
many of the belt driven alternators.

#2 alternator failed in flight. After land-

ing drive belt was found to be destroyed
and alternator would not turn. Upon
inspection, alternator drive end bearings
were found frozen. No other damage
found.

never illuminated. Inspected alternator to run indefinitely.
and found output wire broken at terminal
post.
PA-46-310P
AC hours: 918

PA-46-350P

AC hours: 1550

#2 alternator warning light would not
illuminate when alternator was turnedoff
even though warning lamp tested normal.
The #2 alternator regulator fail warning
systemwouldnot function. Replacement
of the regulator corrected this problem.

PA-46-350P

AC hours: 115

During annual inspection the #2 alternator case was found broken near rear
mounting bolt. Alignment of brackets
and alternator appeared normal. This
problem had occurred 50 hours earlier on
PA-46-310P
AC hours: 855
the same aircraft. Submitter suspects a
#2 alternator quit on engine run-up. design defect in alternator.
Warning light came on and ammeter
AC hours: 796
dropped to zero. Removed alternator. PA-46-310P
Upon disassembly alternator brushes
were found destroyed. In turn, the leads #1 alternator failed in flight after only 10
to the brushes shorted to ground causing hours in service. Installed rebuilt unit
which failed within 20 hours of service.
the alternator regulator to fail.
During troubleshooting of both alternaPA-46-350P
AC hours: 175
tors, field circuit resistance was found to
be erratic and high. There have been
#2 alternator failed when climbing many reports of similar # 1 alternator failthrough 12,000 ft. and stayed off until ures. Submitter suspects a design defect
aircraftdescended through 10,000ft. At in brushes.
this time alternator began to work norAC hours: 1720
mally and would not fail on ground PA46310P
checks. Disassembled alternator and
found wires on both brushes to be con- Battery dead after letting the aircraft sit
nected by only one strand of wire. After for 24 to 48 hours even though nothing
another 20 hours of operation the #2 was left on in cabin. Problems continued
alternator failed in an identical way.
until disconnecting the fuse for the courtesy lights. Furthefinvestigationrevealed
that the cabindoor timer would not cutoff
PA-46-350P
AC hours: 216

Pilot reported emergency bus inoperative. Troubleshooting revealed that the
power supply wire was connected to the
negative post of the battery. This will
always leave the system inoperative.
Submitter reports that this condition has
been found on five separate occasions.

PA-46-310P

AC hours: 833

Volt indications on volt ammeter gauge
were intermittent. It was suspected that
the switch on the gauge was defective.
Closer investigation revealed that improper adjustment of the knob on the
switch caused it to hit the instrument
panel thus preventing it from making
proper contact.

PA-46-310P

AC hours: 869

#1 alternator failed in flight. Afterlanding, oil was found leaking from the alternator. The drive coupling and shah had
broken off the alternator and had fallen
into the engine. Damage occurred to the
crankcase and face gear. Metal particles
were found in the oil filter. Alternator
and engine total time were 380 hours.
Cause of failure is still under investigation.

PA-46-350P

AC hours: 135

Stall waming wentoffinflightand would
not go off until breaker was pulled.
Trouble-shooting revealed diode in the
side panel was shorted out. Submitter
suspects defective parts.

Miscellaneous Dlfflcultles
Complled by Sy Welner
Piper PA46-310P
91002
both wings.
Upon performing an annual inspection,
90953
found nose wheel corroded in area of Piper PA46-310P
NR 1 alternator failed in flight. Continbearing snap ring.
ued on NR 2 alternator. Removed NR 1
alternator and found case half through
77LS
Piper PA46-310P
While performing annual inspection, bolts saftied but loose in place. Disasworking rivets were found on top skin of sembled alternator and found stator had

been loose and work hardened the 3
leads of which one finally broke off
causing the alternator to fail.

Piper PA46350P
91853
Pilot on climb out lost power from 42
inches backto28 inches. Made landing.
Continued on Next Page

SDR's

- Continued from Previws Page

Found NR 6 cylinder cracked around barrel
3 fins down from head.

.375 inch crack was found in the inboard
attach ear inboard radius. Hard to come by.
Recommend vendors and parts be checked
carefully.

Piper PA46-310P
9184F
During annual inspection, left magneto removed for internal inspection. Removed
cover and found severe corrosion on all
parts. Distributor drive gear soft and coming apart. Distributor block electrodes
"green" with corrosion. Both case halves
pitted and surface corrosion all over. Rotating magnet bearings are stiff and rough.
Case half screws severely corroded. Light
moisture film on everything inside magneto. Inspectionof right magneto showedno
abnormal corrosion.

Piper PA46350P
91859
Left magneto distributor drive gear and
driven gear were slowly disintegrating filling magneto housing with gear material.
Slick recommends 500 hour mag inspection
intervals. A 250 hour inspection interval
may be in order.

Piper PA46-310P
9184F
During annual inspection found both left
and right side aileron cables worn on aft side
atpulley at Wing Station 93. All fourcables
worn to45-50 percentof outer strand and are
beyond limits. Piper reference is AC43.13,
Para 198. Removed cables and checked.
Fraying found and broken strands found
when bent. Submitter states pulley setup
should be shimmed aft to relieve forward
tension put on cable or remount pulleys to
support cables properly. Flaps must be
down and aileron's moved to stops to inspect cracks properly.

Piper PA46-310P
43100
Engine mount tubular member cracked then
separated 2 5 inches lower right forward
comer where nose gear housing pivots.

Piper PA46-310P
9184F
Annual inspection found a dark line near the
upper right nose gear trunion bolt ear.
Strippedpaint and dye. Checked area. Found
2 inch crack at bolt ear area where it meets
trunion center strut area. Moving the strut
side to side opened and closed the crack.
Further inspection showed another crack
where the nose gear actuator attaches to the
strut. A 25 inch crack was found in the
inboard radius of the outboard attach ear.
Submitter stated cracks in paint be closely
inspected for hidden cracks.
Piper PA46-310P
91843
During annual inspection found both turbochargers to have severe foreign object damage to the compressor blade leading edges.
Both had to be replaced. Suspect inappropriate alternate airoperation which bypasses
the filter. Alternate airshould notbe usedon
ground.
Plper PA46-310P
77LS
While performing 100 hour inspection noticed right aileron not faired with wing tip.
Found outboard hinge assembly loose. Removed aileron and replaced attaching rivets
and installed a third rivet at this location.
Inspected later models and found 3 rivets
installed.
Piper 46-310P
9184F
Annual inspection found nose gear strut
cracked. Ordered new strut from vendor.
Received strut PIN 83618-2 with repaired
steering stop and obviously in a "used"
condition but primed to look new. Dye
checked strut and found a crack where the
nose strut actuator attaches to the shut, a

Plper PA46-310P
62JT
Engine M.P. decreased in flight. After landing determined wastegate was binding. Installed overhauled wastegate/controller assembly.

Piper PA46-310P
7810
During annual inspection found exhaust
stains in engine compartment. Pressurized
exhaustsystem and found slipjoints through-

REPORT #1: A Piper PA-46-310P
Malibu lost engine wer while on a
VOR approach over c s Angeles, California, at 1800PST on Sunday, February
24. Twilight VMC prevailed at the time.
An IFR flight plan was filed for the
personal cross-country flight that had
departed Taos, New Mexico at about
1400 M,W bound for Santa Monica,
California. The aircraft was forced to
land in a residential area where it collided with a house and then came to rest
in the front yard and street. Examination
of the fuel system revealed that each
wing contained roughly one pint of fuel.
There was no evidence of aircraft fuel
leaks or spillage near the wreckage. The
aircraft was substantially damaged, but
the commercial pilot, the three passengers and the four occupants of the house
were not injured.
REPORT #2: A Piper PA-46-310P
Malibu lost engine power and collided
with apoleduring an emergency landing
in North Hollywood, California, at 1919
PDT on Sunday, April 7. VMC prevailed at the time for the cross-country
flight that had departed Las Vegas, Nevada and was descending to land at Santa
Monica, California. Reportedly there

out system leaking. Disassembled exhaust
system. Found (2) exhaustteesworn through
at slipjoints and cracked flange on turbo tee.
This is problem caused by normal engine
ops. (Note - these engines run 50 degrees
lean of peak). Recommend pressurizing
exhaust system every 100 hours to find
problem before catastrophic failure of exhaust. Submitter has found three aircraft
with this problem.
Piper PA46350P
600CR
Pilot reported tachometer failure in flight.
Upon removal of left magneto assembly,
aluminumdebriswasdiscovered in themagn e b pressure line. Subsequentdissemblyof
the magneto revealed totaldestructionof the
internal components.
Piper PA46-310P
2604X
Pilot experienced low fuel flow indication.
All other parameters normal. Inspection
found a wire at the fuel flow transducer
chafed against a fuel injector line and
grounded. Installed spline and tied off wires
to prevent further chafing. Operations
checked OK.
M*MOPA

was no evidence of fuel in the airplane's
fuel system. One of the two propeller
blades was bent, but the other was not.
The airplane was destroyed and the Private pilotlowner and Passenger were
seriously injured.
REPORT #3: A Piper PA46-310P
Malibu crashed during cruise flight at
Cartersville, Georgia, at 1815 EDT on
Wednesday, August7. VMC existed at
the time for the cross-country business
flightthat had departed Chamblee, Georia, bound for Chattanooga, T e ~ e s s e e .
khe aircraft was substantially damaged
but the two Pilots were not injured.
REPORT #4: A Piper PA-46-310P
Malibu ran off the left edge of Runway
35 while trying to take off at Sioux
Center, Iowa, at 0615 CDT on Sunday,
October 13. Night VMC Prevailed at
the time for the planned cross-country
flight to St. Louis, Missouri. The wind
over the dry 3002 x 50-foot concrete
runway was from 315 degrees at 15
knots. The aircraft was substantially
damaged and the commercial pilot was
seriously injured while the four passengers received minor injuries.
M-MOPA

M mechanic Ed Wilkinson, deserves a great deal
o cledit for this ai lanes overall appearance and
particularly for the igh quality maintenance, Although some of the minor mods were my idea;
many of them are Ed's. In addition to the rmnor
items, Ed did the entire installation on my current

?

'R

reman and a beautiful job it is. It was at this time
that I painted the entve interior of the engine
compartment white.
'

The following hotos and descriptions show what
I did to make t IS a very personal arplane.

R

1. When the new engine (factory reman) was installed I took
that opportunity to completely clean the inside of the cowling, primedit with an epoxy primer and then usedapure white
Imron to paint the inside of the cowling. This really is a
striking appearance when the mechanic takes the top cowl off
forroutine maintenance. It allows for excellent visibility and
makes it easy to find any oil leaks. etc. At this time I also
painted the engine mount in a like fashion.

3. The Glareshield was split. This allows for rapid removal
of the glareshield without damage to the interior or windshield. The glareshield is constructed of fiberglass and
therefore it is easy to work. The way to do this rather simple
job is to mark the center of the installed one piece glareshield
with chalk. Remove it and then carefully saw the glareshield
in half right on the mark. I then removed approximately 1116
inch more from each of the halves to allow for recovering.
Remove all of the original covering - a part of this glareshield
is sewn. The part that is sewn can be duplicated by using the
original covering as a template or pattern. Then simply
recover the split halves. Any trim shop could do this for you.
I used a good grade of black vinyl with backing that stretches
in one direction (as they nearly all do).

2. The aircraft has a David Clark Intercom which is wired to
the passenger compartment as seen in the photo. There are
also two speakers that allow for cabin paging by the pilot.
This is very handy when flying and you need to advise
everyone of seat belt requirements etc.

After recovering, remount in place and then take a small piece
of aluminum about .025 thick and approximately 112 by 3
inches and use this as a stabilizing bracket behind the built in
rolled lip of fiberglass. A small sheet metal screw on each
side can be used with a small tinnerman nut to attach the
stabilizing bracket. This is then an easy reach using a small
short phillips head screwdriver.
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4. A back-lit check list was installed between the radio stacks
and to the left of the main radio stack. This check list is read
in Chinese fashion: From the right side down for preflight, 7. The headset, the pilot's DG, and the back up (co-pilot's)
engine start, after start and pre-takeoff. Then from the left electric artificial horizon were wired to the emergency bus
side down to the bottom is the check list for after take-off, and all of the circuit breakers wired to the emergency bus
10,000feet, 18,000feet, cruise, descent, approach &landing; were then painted red. Since the primary DG is electric and
600 feet, 200feet, after landing and shut down. This checklist is wired to the emergency bus and is not switched; a small
idea came from the Army School of Aviation at Fort Rucker, tywrap was placed around it; to pull it before each start up to
Alabama and the type of back-lit checklists found on Huey's. prevent a voltage surge through the DG's system. Basically,
the tywrap reminds me to use the circuit breaker as a switch.
This check list is fabricated from Plexiglas; grain-of-wheat The autopilot circuit breaker is painted white; a back up cut
light bulbs (24 volt type) and Hermes type of plastic that is off device for the autopilot.
partially translucent after engraving. Most jewelers etc. are
familiar with this product.

5. To allow passengers to read without distracting light
reflections from the passenger compartment on the instrument panel, a curtain was installed. It takes minimal space
between the front seats and the first row of passenger seats.

8. A small 518 inch hole was cut right over the air-conditioner
sight window. This allows the mechanic to check the Freon
level without removing the panel behind the left rear seat.

9. A hole was cut in the panel covering the back of the
U. I IIC

small plece or vinyl flooring is an example of how to

make a covering for the carpet and not have to use snaps - use
velcro.

baggage compartment and then a small piece of clear plastic
was placed over this hole to allow preflight inspection of the
hydraulic fluid level without panel removal.
MMOPA
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adjustment on the squat switch plunger
approx. 1116th inch.

I feel the APIFD works as intended by
King, however, it would take a bright
bulb on the porch than I to add 1 112 and
2 112 and get 4 as a result of reading the
operating manual. I feel it is what is not
said or explained that is the risk of this
particular use. A missing page syndrome, if you will. There are several
other profiles and flight conditions that
are just as severe.
I would appreciate a short note from
those of you that were not aware of this
condition.
William L. Shaw
831 Ruskin
Edwardsville, IL 62025

-

TROUBLE SHOOTING TIP I T
COULD HAPPEN TO YOU!
Still basking in the glow of fond memories of a great Mailbu convention I
climbed out of Sarasota and pointed the
nose NW for the trip back home to
Denver. N589E has been tremendously
reliable over the past 7 112 years, and I
expected a routine flight home.
As I climbed through five thousand, I
suddenly noticed that the cabin was not
pressurizing! Dutifully I went through
the entire training protocol, checking,
double-checking everything related to
cabin pressurization.
Passing through eight on my way to
FL200, I hadexhaustedall normallemergency proceduresgleaned from thePOH
& Factory school when I suddenly rememberedthat4'Maybethesquat switch
is telling the airplane it's still on the
ground".

Gottadeactivatethatsquatcircuit;where
in the *-%@ is it on the circuit breaker
panel????? Finally found it Lndg
Gr. Warning". Pulled that breaker and
PRESTO: cabin pressurized normally.

..."

I suspect this will be the most common
ailment regarding failing to pressurize,
but CAUTION!! when preparing to
land, at pattern altitude, be sure to reset
the breaker, otherwiseyou haveno three
green lights.
The fix took two minutes

...lower the

Bill Prymak
Broomfield, Colorado

Dear Editorr:

scents or to react to controllers instructions for immediate change of altitude.
They are also a great tool for airspeed
management and are fully operational
when descending through icing conditions. All this can be done without the
risk of shock cooling the engine or loss
of cabin pressure because of excessive
power reductions. The Spoilers also
reduce the risk of over-speeding during
descent. They can be deployed at any
speed up to Vne.

A memory that came up during"Hanger
Talk" at the meeting, and I thought it To deploy the Spoilers, a push switch,
might be worth mentioning inourmaga- located in thecockpit, is activated. Two
zine. During an IFR Flight & Show in amber lights, either side of the push
the Chicago area 2 years ago, I encoun- switch, are illuminated when the Spoiler
tered a problem. I was at 10,000 feet Panels are fully deployed.
and the engine quit. I could not figure
out, at first, what had gone wrong. I The Spoiler System is powered by an
tried switching tanks, turning on low electric/hydraulic power unit. The
fuel pump, etc. After checking, I saw Spoiler Panels are held in the deployed
the fuel flow was at 35 gph. I leaned the position by hydraulic pressure which is
mixture back to almost idle cut off and locked in the System by a solenoid
away we went.
valve. Each Spoiler Panel has a retraction spring which, together with the
This worked okay for about 5 minutes airload, retracts them when the switch
and all of a sudden the engine quit in the cockpit is activated for the second
again, back to full rich and away we time. A "fail-safe" design feature is
went again. I went through this process also incorporated into the system which
3 or 4 times until the final approach at will automatically retract the Spoiler
DPA. Then at the lower throttle setting Panels if there is any interruption in the
it died, and I had to dead stick 46SB power source.
ontoRunway 10. Now that1 was sitting
there in the quiet night, I could hear the Installation can be done at any of Spoilboost pump running. The panel indica- ers Inc. 50 Installation Centers located
tor light did not come on, but the panel throughout the United States. Further
boost (prime) switch had shortedouton information can be obtained bycontactthe pump side but not the light side ing
(Note: The boost pump breakers are
marked L-Fuel and R-Fuel). A new
switch was installed,and1 lived happily SPOILERS INC.
ever after.
1724 26th Ave N W
Gig Harbo, Washington 98335
206-851-1769 or 1-800-544-0169.
James R. Thorpe
Seneca, Illinois

SPOILERS INC

...

.

. . of Gig Harbor, Washington, has
obtained a STC for their Power-Pac
Spoiler System for the Piper Malibu
and Malibu Mirage. The same basic
system has been operating successfully
on the Pi r Aerostar, Cessna 337,340
and the essna 400 Series Aircraft.

t?

The "Jet Type" Spoilers provide a performanceedge previously enjoyed only
by jets: The Spoilers allow you to
maintam altitude longer to take advantage of tailwinds, to execute rapid de-

CABIN NOISE
THE PILOT'S SCOURGE
My thirty years of flying general aviation aircraft have been plagued by
NOISE - loud, distracting, fatigue producing noise, and when I purchased my
Malibu in 1984, I was hoping that the
big bucks expended would finally produce my dream quiet cabin.
Alas, Jim ~ r i s w o l dand Piper marketing were paranoid about weight - useful
load figures looked better in the broContinued Next Page
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c h u m than obscure DBa noise ratings,
so I tapped my engineering background
and began a serious study into
noise attenuation problems.
Through extensive research in
the materials
market for noise
attenuating
products, and after many flight
tests with noise
meters probing
every nook and
corner in the
cabin, I was able
to place sound
and vibration
materials around
thecockpitenvironment to effectively reduce
DBa levels to
that shown on
the enclosed
sketch.

You can't imagine how much fatigue is
reduced on those long trips. My experience is limited to the Malibu: I understand the Mirage vibrates more and is

350 Mirage series airplanes.
A lead septum wall sound barrier is
placed over and around the pilot andcopilot; -a vibration
isolation layer of
foam is layered beneath the floor
boards and up the
side wall panels,
from the rudder
pedals rearward to
the main spar.

Rear cabin noise
is already low, and
only work beneath
the floor boards is
necessary (helps
cabin temperatures tremendously, too as
there is absolutely
no insulationfrom
the factory in this
area).
Unless you are
handy with a poprivet gun, a good
A&P will save the
day for you, as the
headliner is tricky
to remove and reinstall. Figure 1215 hours, plus
around $250 for
materials.

Dba read
povur \

When you can
attain DBa levels of 80-82 at
the pilot's ear,
compared to 8588
original
equipment (An
A-36 Bonanza
runs 90-92), you
have achieved a
very quiet cabin.
The Piper engineers, after a test
flight with all
their
fancy
gizmos, were so
impressed that
they
went
straight to marketing; guess
what?
Marketine
would not a c c 6 t the 19 Ib penalty no
matter how it reduced cabin noise. Sad.

I would be happy
to furnish demled
data, including
manufacturers of
materials, to those
seriously interested. The "quiet
ride" must be experienced to be a p
preciated. Those
near Colorado
should visit me in
Denver for a demo
ride in my "quiet
bird".
noisier, so this noise attenuation issue
may be more poignant on the PA 46-

Bill Prymak
Broomfield, Colorado
M-MOPA

The MalibwMirage Owners
Association Needs You! Join Today!
Call Heather at 303.3994440
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Sewice Clink . Continued from Page 15

F'UEL SYSTEM

dure and swear that we should not run
the engines above 1600TIT and preferably 65% power with 75-100 degrees
rich of peak. They say that because of
the metallurical characteristics of the
cylinders these engines cannot tolerate
the recommended heat load and will
lead to premature top end wear. The
manufacturercautions us about the specific fuel consumption and horse power
when we use best power settings. We
as the pilots are the reporters of what the
manufacturer had hoped to achieve and
I think we can safely say that flying a hot
engine as recommended by the manufacturer will lead to premature top end
wear. We are not prognosticating the
life of the engine but are reporting what
is actually happening to the powerplant
as we get above 500 hours and as the
engines go towards the elusive TBO.

Pire noted 8 discrepancies in the fuel
s:ystem. Fuel leaks were noted in two
irIstances. Continental SB #M90-19
Hras found not complied with or imProperly complied with in several inSttances.
OIL SYSTEM

Slmall oil leaks in one form or another
Proved to be the majority of problems
noted. In some cases the oil lines have
not been changed since new. Be adv ised these are dated items and have a
neplacement schedule.
AIR CONDITIONING
1We noted 9 problems in this area. Most

\1vere related to belt tensions, but we also
Clearly the T3IO-520BB is a uniquely' T~oted2 idler pulley problem+ and 1
designed engine with 2 turbos, lots of troken compressor.
duality, and a tuned induction system.
SERVICE BULLETINS AND
Any slight abnormality in the induction
LETTERS
flow or exhaust flow (leaks) will cause
unwanted effects. They may not be
apparentto thecasual observer butthose Iluring the clinic we attempted to reof us with multi-cylinder engine ana- 1riew the index of applicable SB's and
lyzers can see the heat effects frommal- <jL's on each aircraft. In some cases we
1round excellent record keeping and full
distribution of air or fuel.
:ompliance. In other cases we found
Questions which we need to ask are dc1 I$at although the work had been accomwe have ameans of balancing airflow in Iplished the logs had not completed. Bul
each cylinder, does the A&P actuallj' 1the largest area of concern we had war
check fuel flow with the bottle test, dc Ithe number of aircraft we found that art
we have a multi-cylinder engine ana. 1not up-to-date with SB's and SL's.
lyzer to detect aberrations before the]r
becomecatastrophes, should we alway!i ![n several cases we found almost nc
fly at 65% or less and not exceed 1550,- ccompliance with these publications
1580 degrees TIT, should we climb at 3Manufacturers havespecific reasons foi
140 knots, should we climb at full fue1 issuing a bulletin or letter. In most case!
flow up to altitude, and finally if heat i:S these publications are based on failure:
such a big problem should we not loo1K tor problems noted in the field. Wc
to the liquid cooled engine as a remedjr suggest that you review the status o
ASAP? These are some of the ques your aircraft compliance at your nex
tions that I have mulled over and that inspection interval with your servicc
some of you have shared with us. Un facility. Full compliance of these pub
fortunately, at the annual meeting the? lications will not only enhance the ser
representative of Continental never re vice life of your aircraft, but will alsc
improve its marketability.
ally got into the answers.

-

alibu Maintenance Continued hwn Page 5

~ercisedwhenever belt tensions are
djusted. Excessive tension of the drive
elt can cause bearing failure and oil
a s from the starter drive assembly.

ym ptoms
) Engine fuel flow indication much

igher than normal at takeoff and cruise
ven though fuel flow gauge is known
3 be functioning properly.
hginemayrun roughly whennear peak
IT. This symptom is commonly igoredbut should bethoroughly checked
ot.

'ossible Causes
) Fuel leakage in engine compartment
orward of the fuel flow transducer.

'reventive Measures

.

I) Any time maintenance is being perh n e d on fuel systems components it
s imperative that they be checked for
eakage. This measure is doubly imporant since there may beno symptoms for
xher types of leaks that may be just as
lazardous.

'

[nthese two arriclesI have covered only
3 e most commonly seen problems of
the Continental BE engine.

-

[n my next article I will focus on the
Lycoming TIO-540-AE2A engine.

We all have the obligation to share our
good and bad experiences with eacl1
other and the manufacturer and try tc3
remedy the problems together. I havee
no doubt that we are test pilots in thee
sense that we have flown the machines,
which are new in concept and &sign 1,
into conditions which have never beeln
encountered before. Now is the time ct D
e
record those observations and improv~
oneof the greatest flying machines ever
produced in the USA.

During our stay in Sarasota we dis
cussed a wide rangeof topics and lookec
at what we feel is an accurate cross
section of theMalibuA4iragefleet. Eve1
though we found some areas that are i~
need of improvement, we found on1
common area: an owner group that i
dedicated to maintaining and operatin;
their aircraft to the highest standard
possible.

Attention MalibulMirage owner
and operators:
I am currently doing research on oil
analysis reports for those engines using
the Mobil AV-1 synthetic oil. I would
be very appreciative of any help that
members of the association could provide.

If you are interested in participating
please send me copies of your laboratory reports of figures for metal levels
and times of the oil sample.
My findings will be published in this
magazine when complete. You may
send information to:
Kevin Mead
C/OSkyTech, Inc.
P.O. Box 4942
Baltimore, MD 21220
Fax number: (4 10) 574-7844

SIMCOM.

lilored specifically for Malibu pilots.
SIMCOM Training Centers is pleased to
announce five-day initial and three-day recurrent
proficiency courses for Malibu and Malibu Mirage
pilots.
SIMCOM's unique program combines ground
school, flight instruction and simulator sessions to
hone your flying capabilities as well as your
knowledge of the Malibu and its systems. We
employ our Baron 58P simulator to sharpen your
instrument skills and to demonstrate the effects of
certain potential malfunctions - particularly
autopilot and altitude pre-select device problems.
SIMCOM's Malibu program is directed by Mr.
Ron Cox, formerly director of training at Piper
Aircraft Corporation in Vero Beach.

Classes are taught
by instructors with significant amounts of Malibu
flying experience.
And each class is limited to just two students so
that training can be tailored to individual specific
needs.
Why not join us soon at our modern, 20,000
sq-ft facilities in sunny Orlando, Florida for
Malibu training that will begin paying dividends
immediately as you understand your airplane
better and fly it with maximum proficiency and
confidence.
The Malibu five-day initial course is only
$2,500 and the three-day recurrent just $1,600.

Call Ron Cox at:
7500 Municipal Drive

Orlando, Florida 32819 F
a 407-345-9450

PIPER AIRCRAFT CORPORATION'S

EXCLUSIVELY APPROVED MALIBU MOBILE TRAINING SCHOOL

-

Now Offering Intensive Weekend Refresher Training
at Locations Throughout the U.S.A.

Tucson, AZ
San Diego, CA
San Jose, CA
San Antonio, TX
Van Nuys, CA
Fresno, CA
Dallas, TX

ons P l a ~ e d
for 1992
Salt Lake City, UT
Denver, CO
Allentown, PA
Baltimore, MD
Akron/Canton, OH
Detroit, MI

1/17-1/19
1/31-2/2
2/14-2/16
3/6-3/8
3/20-3/22
4/3-5
4/24-26

Kansas City, MO
Rockford, IL
Boston, MA
Minneapolis, MN
Seattle, WA
Albuquerque, NM

A777TUDES is owned and operated by Bob Scott and Mary Bryant. Bob Scott has been with Piper
Aircraft since 1971and has managed the Piper Training Center since 1980. He has been associated
with the Malibu program since its inception in 1978. Mary Bryant was formerly an instructor in the
Piper Training Center, Factory Demo Pilot, and Regional Sales Director for Piper Aircraft.
For more information, contact Mary Bryant at (813)821-6835, FAX (813)821-3328, or return the
following to A777TUDES.

........................................
ATTITUDES: 307 Brightwaters Boulevard, St. Petersburg, Florida 33704

I own/operate N#

Name
Address

Telephone

Work

Please send me details on your course at (location)
Please consider conducting a course at (location)
Other Suggestions

Home

FAX

